


1. Review organization 

 

1.1 Subject of the magazine – topical, scientific-technical and engineering articles concerning 

public and industrial water supply, water treatment, purifying of domestic, surface and industrial 

waste waters, waste recycling, ecology and microbiology of water bodies, quality and efficiency 

of equipment and water treatment reagents, operation experience. Scientific branches of the 

magazine: water supply, water treatment and ecology. Articles submitted to the editorial board 

should meet the magazine’s subject and be executed in a proper manner.  

1.2. Articles are reviewed by the magazine editorial board (hereafter – editorial board) that 

reserves the right to abridge and correct submitted articles (internal reviewing). Decision for 

publication is accepted by the editorial board on the base of expert evaluations of external 

reviewers with regard to correspondence of submitted materials to the magazine’s subject and 

their scientific significance and urgent character.  

1.3. Articles are published in the magazine on basis of reviewing. Only those manuscripts can be 

published which text is approved by independent experts (reviewers).  Reviewing can be carried 

out either by the author of an article or by the editorial board.  

- when reviewed by the author of an article 

    Authors submit to the editorial board comments from persons who have doctoral degree 

of doctor of engineering, chemical or biological science (in accordance with the scientific field 

of an article) from organization where the work was done and reviewed (external reviewing). 

The author or co-author of the reviewed article cannot be a reviewer.  

- when reviewed by the editorial board. 

  The editorial board carries out the reviewing of submitted articles. Both members of the 

editorial board and highly qualified scientists and specialists with deep professional knowledge 

and work experience in the exact field of science (as a rule, doctors of science and professors 

who are not a part of the editorial board) can be joined to reviewing and examining of articles. 

Terms of reviewing in each case are defined by the executive secretary with account to creation 

of conditions for maximally prompt publication of articles (but no less than for two weeks from 

the day of submission of an article to the editorial board). Reviewing carried out by the editorial 

board can be: 

- open review when reviewer and author have a full information about each other, that is, know 

full names, positions and places of work; 

-  double-blind review when reviewer and author do not have information about each other. 

1.4 Decision for publication expediency is accepted by the chief editor after reviewing, and if 

necessary - by the whole editorial board. Reviews on articles manuscripts are stored in the 

editorial office for three years from the day of article publication and are submitted on requests 

of expert council of Higher Attestation Commission of the Russian Federation.  

 

 

http://www.multitran.ru/c/M.exe?t=1882064_1_2&s1=%EE%EF%FB%F2%20%FD%EA%F1%EF%EB%F3%E0%F2%E0%F6%E8%E8


1.5. Articles that are not subjects to review: 

- articles of members of  the Russian Academy of Science (academics and corresponding 

members) if the member of the Academy is the only or the first of article author, as well 

as articles accompanied by written representation of  members of the Russian National 

Academies; 

- articles recommended to publication by academic board of institutes and scientific 

conferences presidiums (scientific reports and statements executed as articles and 

recommended to publication); 

- articles of doctors of science, well-known specialists in the field of the subject of the 

magazine who submit materials of delivering lecture or self-investigations; 

- articles of members of the editorial board. 

 

Doctor of science can not recommend to publication more than two articles in a year.  

1.6.  Articles that are not allowed to publication: 

a) articles that are not executed in a proper manner; which authors refuse to modify graphic 

design of the article; 

b) articles which authors do not respond to the reviewer’s constructive comments  with 

comments realization or refutation.  

1.6 Editorial board does not distribute information concerning a manuscript (including data on its 

receipt, content, reviewing process, reviewers’ critical comments and final decision) to no-one 

but authors and reviewers. Reviewers are not allowed to make copies of manuscripts for their 

personal needs and to give a part of a manuscript for reviewing to another person without the 

editorial board permission. Reviewers as well as other members of the editorial board do not 

have a right to use the information obtained in the article in their own interests before it is 

published. Manuscripts are the authors’ private property and refer to the highly confidential 

information.  

1.7 If article publication caused a violation of copyrights or generally accepted rules of scientific 

ethics, the editorial board has a right to withdraw the published article.  

 

2. Requirements to article  

 

2.1. The article should have: 

 UDC,  

 A concise title,  

 A short summary,  

 Key words,  

 The article’s language and style must be clear to a non-specialist audience. Approved 

terminology is recommended,  

 List of references compiled in accordance with current state standards,  

 Authors details. The information about authors submitted to the editorial stuff should be 

registered in a table and have data about every author of the article: full name, academic 
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degree, place of work, contact details (office address with a postcode, telephone number, 

e-mail). 

2.2 Tables, images and photos should be placed in the article body and additionally be sent to the 

editorship e-mail, each as a separate file. Photos are preferable to have definition of no less than 

300 ppi. If there is no possibility to make computerized images, images in a good quality printed 

on a photographic paper are also acceptable 

2.3 Articles presenting animal experimentation should specify that experiments were carried out 

in accordance with “Rules for conducting works using experimental animals” (Appendix to the 

order of The Ministry of Health of the USSR from 08.12.1977 № 755). 

 

2.4   Copies of all materials are stored at authors’.   

 

2.5 Post graduate students are not charged for manuscripts publication.  

3. Requirements to article content 

 

3.1 Review should have an expert analysis of manuscript material, objective and well-reasoned 

assessment and justified recommendations.  

3.2  In the review special attention should be paid to following issues: 

- General analysis of the scientific level, terminology, manuscript structure and topicality; 

- assessment of the manuscripts fitness for publication in relation to language and style, 

conformity to established requirements for manuscript materials execution; 

- scientific character of narration, conformity of used methods, techniques, recommendations and 

investigations results to present-day development of science and experience; 

- admissibility of manuscript volume in a whole and of its separate units (text, tables, illustrating 

materials, reference). Expediency of placing tables and illustrating materials in the article, their 

conformity to the represented topic; 

- place of the reviewed article among other previously published relating to the same subject: 

originality of information, absence of duplication in works of other authors and previously 

published works of the author ( both fully and partially); 

- committing inaccuracies and errors.  

3.3 Reviewer should give recommendation on manuscript improvement to author and to editorial 

board. Comments and requests of a reviewer should be reasoned and fundamental, aimed at 

increasing of scientific and methodical quality of the manuscript.  

3.4 Conclusion of the review should have a reasoned summary on manuscript in the whole and 

exact recommendations on expediency of its publication in the magazine. In case of negative 

assessment of the whole manuscript the reviewer should justify his conclusions.  



3.5 Review should have a signature of the reviewer certified in a standard order with print full 

name, dating, statement of science degree, scientific title and reviewer’s position.  

 

4. Order of authors informing of reviewing result 

3.1. After receiving a positive review the executive secretary informs authors on article 

admission to publication with statement of issue date. 

3.2 When receiving a negative review the executive secretary or the chief editor send a copy of 

the review to the author with the offer to modify the article in accordance with reviewer’s 

comments or reasonably (fully or partially) refute them. Authors should make all necessary 

changes in the final version of the article and give the modified article back to the editorial office 

as well as its identic electronic version along with the original version and cover letter-feedback 

to the reviewer. After modification the article is repeatedly reviewed and the editorial board 

makes a decision on its publication possibility. Articles sent to authors for modification should 

be given back to the editorial office no less than in 2 (two) weeks after receiving. Returning of 

the article in a later date changes the date of its publication.  

3.3 Reviewing has a closed character; review is given to the author of the article on his request 

without giving information about the reviewer (in case of blind review) and with full information 

(opens review).  

3.4 In case of article publication rejection the editorial board sends a reasoned refuse to the 

author. Editorial board does not store manuscripts unaccepted to publication. Manuscripts 

accepted to publication are not returned. Manuscripts obtained a negative review are not 

published as well as not returned to the author.  

 
 


